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From I 	 I (INSD) (FBI) 1 

b6 -1 To  Cabrom. Valene E (9GC)  (FBI) 

	

b7C -1 CC) 	 I(INSD)  (FBI) 
Subject  RE Finalized EC with two of the enclOsures 

I 

SENSITIVE BUT UNCLASSIFIED 
NON-RECORD 

b6 -1 	Wi ll do, lithe TL who interviewed SAI 	Iwiil request him to send the CD into INSD 

----Onginal Message---- 
From Capron!, Valene E (Div09) (FBI) 
Sent Friday. May 21. 2004 1  49 PM 

b6 -1 	TO 	N) (FBI) 

b7C -1 	Cc 	 t ((DDiv10) (FBI) 
Su ject, Rt 1-inalizea tL with two of the enclosures 

SENSITIVE BUT UNCLASSIFIED 
NON-RECORD 

b7C -1 

FFige 11 
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; b6 -1 

b7C -1 

employees who've been to Iraq just yet, but can we get SAI 	Ito  send up 	b6 -1  
b7C -1 

----Ongmal 

falt#irli ,1*ClAssiPIED 
o28i0.3740044471, E44/?1C4-4131 

From 	 I(HN) (FBI) 
Sent Fnday, May 21,', 2004 1 46 PM 
To Canmni Valerie F miv09) (FBI) 
Cc 	 DR/10) (FBI)  
Subject' Finalized EC 

SENSITIVE BUT UNCLASSIFIED 
NON-RECORD 

Ms Caproni- 

with two of the enclosures 

Attached are copies of the final, approved EC and two of the referenced enclosures FYI, the last 
paragraph on page 5 of the EC references inforrriation concerning one SA who mentioned he was 
provided with a CD (presumably by CTD as part of a preideployment pkg) which contained photos taken 
by vandus FBI personnel during their TDY  rotation to the Baghdad Operation Center in INSD's 
interview, the SAS 	 1Houston Division)Istated he believed he reviewed all the photos 
on the CD and did not see any:which depicted misconduct or inappropriate behavior by U S personnel 
against detainees 

Let's not go out to al 
the CD?, 

Message-- 
I 

b6 -1 	Chief Inspect° 	 ollowed up with CTD on this issue and was informed that CTD did not provide 

b7C -1 

	

	a CD of, photos as pa o t eir pre-deployment, pkg Pls advise whether you believe additional follow-up 

is needed on the issue of photbs taken by personnel deployed to Iraq - i e , do you believe we need to 
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b6 -1 

b7C -1 

((MSGOoe 	 Page 21 
, 

sequestlany and all photos taken by FBI personnel deployed to Iraq and conduct an independent review 
and assessment to identify any photos that may be relevant to this inquiry (Note Everyone identified to 
be interviewed in association with this inquiry is asked whether they possess any pictures, videotapes, or 
notes of actions dep cting misconduct or inappropriate behavior by U S personnel against detainees, or 
whethei• they are aware of anyone else who i in possession of such items (Question 9)1 

,Thanks ' 
136 -1 
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iSENSITIVE BUT UNCLASSIFIED 

SENSITIVE BUT UNCLASSIFIED 

,SENSITIVE BUT UNCLASSIFIED 
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